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What Do They Know? 



What’s important to know? 

Phonological 

awareness... math 

style? 



What’s important to know? 

Subitizing 

Partitioning 

Patterning  



Subitizing 

What is it? 

Why is it important? 



Partitioning 

What is it? 

Why is it important? 



Patterning 

What is it? 

Why is it important? 



The premise... 

If success in numeracy 

depends on subitizing, 

partitioning and  

patterning... then let ’s 

assess what students 

know and then provide 

opportunities for 

growth... 



Kindergarten 





Grade 1 

 





Fall Assessment 



Read story to whole class 

 



Small Group Assessment 

 







Subitizing 

Flash and  Say 

Flash and  Show 

Flash and  Build  



Flash and  Say 

 



Flash and  Show 









Flash and  Build  



Flash and  Build  



Flash and  Build  

 



What to Watch For… 

 







Partitioning 

There were 5 creatures.  

Some were in the house.  

Some were out of the house. 

How many of each could  

there be?   

How many ways can you 

find? 



Five Creatures 

 





Cat Up A Tree 

Nanna Quimby has 2 trees in her back 

yard  and  there are cats everywhere! 

When Nanna Quimby looked  out her 

window, she saw 10 cats.   

How many ways can 10 cats be in 2 trees? 

How many ways can you find? What 

numbers would  you use to show this? 



Cat Up A Tree 

 



Story Task 

 





Share and  Compare 

Have students show and 

share their thinking 

Ask:   

How are these ideas 

alike?   

How are they d ifferent? 



Pattern cats! 



Model one together… 

 



Patterning 

What patterns can you make? 

What name can you give it? 

What comes next? 

What comes before? 









Pattern Cats 



Part 1 

 



Part 2 – Finger Cats 

Look at this picture... 

Does it remind you of 

anything? 

How many cats are up 

on the “tree”? 



Finger Cats! 

What if you had  TWO 

cats on each branch of 

your tree? 

What about three cats? 

How could  you be 

sure? 





Reflect... 

What is the value of these tasks... 

 for teachers?  

for students?  

for parents? 

What can be learned? 



How can we develop 

mathematical capacity? 



The premise... 

If success in numeracy 

depends on subitizing, 

partitioning and  

patterning... then let’s 

assess what students know 

and then provide 

opportunities for growth... 



The resource... 

Targets subitizing, 

partitioning and  patterning 

explicitly... 



Subitizing 









Partitioning 



Shake and Spill 





Patterning 







TBC 165537 



 





Resources... 









Number 
Sense 





Starting With the Beginning 
Sandra Ball  

http://startingwiththebeginning.word

press.com/ 

 

 

Carole Fullerton 

http://mindfull.wordpress.com/ 
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